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Abstract: We design a heterogeneous 12-core 4-LP-mode fiber having two different types of
cores and trench-assisted graded-index profiles. For the optimum design of the index profiles
of these two heterogeneous cores, we first investigate the impacts of various geometric
parameters on the effective refractive index of each LP mode, maximum differential modal
delay (DMD), and bending losses of the guiding and higher order modes. We then design
a heterogeneous 12-core 4-LP mode fiber having a cladding diameter of 242 μm. The
numerical analyses based on the coupled-mode equation show that the inter-core crosstalk
levels of the proposed fiber are lower than − 55 dB/km, regardless of modes, as long as the
fiber is not bent tightly with a bending radius of <60 mm. In addition, the maximum DMD
is estimated to be <70 ps/km over the entire C+L band. The number of modes per unit
area and the relative core multiplicity factor of the proposed 12-core 4-LP-mode fiber are
calculated to be 1.565 × 10− 3 μm− 2 and 42.2, respectively.
Index Terms: Space-division multiplexing, multi-core fiber, few-mode fiber, fiber characterization.

1. Introduction
To overcome the upcoming capacity crunch problem of the current fiber-optic communication systems, there have been extensive efforts to develop the space-division-multiplexing (SDM) technology based on multi-core fibers (MCFs) and few-mode fibers (FMFs) [1]–[4]. By using the spatial
modes of MCFs or FMFs, it is possible to exceed the fundamental capacity limit of the conventional
single-mode fiber (SMF), which is known to be ∼100 Tb/s [4]. Recently, there have also been
some efforts to further increase the capacity of the SDM system by using multi-core few-mode
fibers (MC-FMFs) [5]–[12]. However, for the realization of such a system, it is critical to reduce
the implementation complexity to a manageable level. Thus, the SDM system based on MC-FMF
is typically envisioned to utilize the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) signal processing for the
compensation of only the intra-core mode coupling, while the inter-core crosstalk (XT) is sufficiently
suppressed by the fiber design to obviate the needs for complicated MIMO processing. In this
regard, the MC-FMF should be designed not only to minimize the differential modal delay (DMD)
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Fig. 1. W-shaped GI profile (dashed red line) and its approximated TA-GI profile (solid black line).

between modes within each core but to suppress the inter-core XT as well without significantly
increasing the core pitch. Recently, a couple of heterogeneous MC-FMFs have been proposed for
this purpose [5]–[9]. These fibers utilize a large difference of effective refractive indices between
two modes in heterogeneous cores so that the inter-core XT can be suppressed by the phase
mismatch between modes. The spatial mode density of these fibers (i.e., the number of modes
per unit area) can be enhanced by increasing the number of cores and/or the number of modes
per core. However, as the number of modes increases, it becomes extremely difficult to design the
MC-FMF with large differences between effective refractive indices of modes. As a result, almost
all the previously reported heterogeneous MC-FMFs can support only two linearly-polarized (LP)
modes per core [5]–[9].
In this paper, we design a heterogeneous 12-core 4-LP-mode fiber supporting 72 spatial modes
for the first time to the best of our knowledge. We place twelve heterogeneous cores in a square
lattice layout in an optical fiber having a 242-μm cladding diameter. These cores have the trenchassisted (TA) graded-index (GI) profile and the effective refractive indices of modes are evenly
separated. By using a numerical simulation, we achieve a low DMD of <70 ps/km over the
entire C+L band and suppress the inter-core XT to be <− 55 dB/km (which is equivalent to
<−35 dB/100 km).
Recently, the TA-GI profile has been proposed for the design of the single-core FMF [13]. However,
for the design of the heterogeneous MC-FMF, it is necessary to consider various factors such as
the inter-core XT, effective areas of modes, and effective refractive indices of guiding modes. In this
paper, we design a heterogeneous MC-FMF having the TA-GI profile by considering these factors
to achieve high spatial efficiency and low XT. The results show that we can achieve the number of
modes per unit area of 1.565 × 10−3 μm−2 and the relative core multiplicity factor (RCMF) of 42.2.

2. Design of Heterogeneous Cores With Low Inter-Core Crosstalk and
Low DMD
It has been reported that a low DMD among 4 LP modes in an FMF can be achieved by using
the W-shaped GI profile [13]. However, it is not easy to fabricate such an optical fiber due to its
complicated manufacturing process. Thus, we utilize the TA-GI profile (depicted by the solid black
line in Fig. 1) which approximates the W-shaped GI profile (depicted by the dashed red line in Fig. 1).
The optical fiber with this TA-GI profile can be fabricated by using a relatively simple process [13]. In
an optical fiber with the TA-GI profile depicted in Fig. 1, a 1 , w 1 , w 2 , 1 , 2 , and α are the core radius,
width between core and trench, trench width, index difference between core and cladding, index
difference between trench and cladding, and the profile exponent of TA-GI profile, respectively.
Here, 1 and 2 are (n 21 − n 22 )/2n 1 and (n 22 − n 23 )/2n 2 , respectively, (where n 1 , n 2 , and n 3 are the
refractive indices at the center of the core, cladding, and trench, respectively). Also, the refractive
index of the GI profile is defined as n 1 · [1 − 21 (r /a 1 )α ]1/2 , where r is the radial distance from center
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagrams of the effective refractive indices of LP modes in heterogeneous
multi-core 4-LP-mode fibers having (a) TA-GI and (b) step-index profiles.

of the core, ranging from 0 to a 1 . Fig. 2(a) exemplifies the proposed arrangement of the effective
refractive indices of LP modes in two heterogeneous cores, A and B . For comparison, we also
illustrate an example of the distribution of effective refractive indices of two heterogeneous stepindex cores in Fig. 2(b). The effective refractive index of mode LPm in core A is denoted as n e,mA .
The inter-core mode coupling between LPm mode in core A and LPn mode in core B is strongly
dependent on the difference of effective refractive indices, n e,mn = n e,mA − n e,nB . However, n e,mn
can be affected by fiber bending, which, in turn, facilitates the phase matching when n e,mn  0.
Also, if a certain n e,mn is smaller than n e between other modes, a significant amount of inter-core
XT could occur between modes m and n even under gentle bending conditions. Thus, to reduce the
inter-core XT in a heterogeneous MC-FMF, we find that it is necessary to interleave the effective
refractive indices of the modes in two heterogeneous neighboring cores with equal spacing. In the
case of TA-GI profile, the effective refractive index of LP21 mode is almost identical to that of LP02
mode (n e,21  n e,02 ). Thus, we need to consider only three different n e values in each core instead of
four. For this reason, the TA-GI profile is much more suitable to enlarge n e,mn than the step-index
profile, which is clearly illustrated in Fig. 2(a) and (b). Hence, we design two heterogeneous cores
having the TA-GI profile shown in Fig. 1 to interleave the effective refractive indices of the modes
with equal spacing.
We first design two heterogeneous cores to have similar effective areas (A eff ) so that these cores
have a similar tolerance to fiber nonlinearities. To enhance the tolerance to fiber nonlinearities, we
attempt to set A eff of LP01 mode in both cores as large as 110 μm2 at a wavelength of 1550 nm.
Since LP01 mode has a smaller effective area than higher-order modes, such a large A eff of LP01
mode would make this fiber suitable for the use in long-haul transmission systems. Fig. 3 shows
1/2
the values of 1 required to maintain A eff of LP01 mode to be 110 μm2 for various a 1 . In this
calculation, w 2 , 2 , and α are fixed to be 6 μm, 0.4%, and 2.0, respectively, due to their little impact
on A eff . On the other hand, w 1 is assumed to be equal to a 1 · [{(1 + 2 )/1 }1/2 − 1]/2 so that
the TA-GI profile used in this calculation can be well approximated to the W-shaped GI profile. The
1/2
results indicate that 1 required to achieve the A eff of 110 μm2 is linearly proportional to a 1 . Thus,
1/2
a 1 /1 is set to be 15.1 μm/% for both cores A and B when a 1 ranges from 9 to 16 μm.
Next, we investigate the impact of 1 on the effective refractive indices of the guiding modes (n e ).
Fig. 4 shows the effective refractive indices of LP01 , LP11 , LP21 , and LP02 modes for various 1
1/2
values while a 1 /1 is fixed to be 15.1 μm/%. In this calculation, w 1 , w 2 , 2 , and α are set to be
2 μm, 6 μm, 0.4%, and 2.0, respectively. The results show that we can evenly separate n e of each
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1/2

Fig. 3. Relationship between 1

and a 1 to achieve the A eff of LP01 mode to be 110 μm2 at 1550 nm.

Fig. 4. Effective refractive indices of the guiding modes as a function of 1 . To interleave the effective
refractive indices of the modes in two heterogeneous cores A and B with equal spacing, their 1 values
are set to be 0.62% and 0.54%, respectively.

mode when 1,cor eA − 1,cor eB = 0.08%. For example, we set 1,cor eA and 1,cor eB to be 0.62% and
0.54%, respectively. Then, we optimize w 1 of each core to minimize the DMD.
Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the maximum DMD on w 1 , when w 2 , 1 , 2 , and α are 6 μm,
0.62%, 0.40%, and 2.0, respectively. Here, the maximum DMD represents the maximum modal
delay difference between LP01 and the other modes in the entire C+L band (i.e., 1530∼1625 nm).
When w 1 is 1.2 μm, the maximum DMD is reduced to <50 ps/km ensuring the feasibility of using
MIMO processing with low complexity. It should be also noticed that n e is insensitive to w 1 , as
depicted in Fig. 5. Thus, we can design the DMD to be minimized by adjusting w 1 while maintaining
n e of each mode. However, its optimum value depends on other structural parameters such as w 2
and 2 . For example, we should set w 1 to be 0.3 μm to minimize the DMD when w 2 , 1 , 2 , and
α are 6.5 μm, 0.62%, 0.20%, and 2.0, respectively.
The trench volume (i.e., w 2 and 2 ) is optimized to determine the bending loss of the guiding
modes as well as the unwanted higher-order modes. To guarantee four-LP-mode operation over the
entire C+L band, the bending loss should be lower than 0.5 dB/100 turn (bending radius: 30 mm)
for the guiding modes at 1625 nm, while it should be higher than 1 dB/m (bending radius: 140 mm)
for the unwanted higher-order modes at 1530 nm [14], [15]. We estimate the imaginary refractive
indices of the modes under bent condition by using the finite element method (FEM), and then
calculate the bending loss. The bending radii are set to be 30 and 140 mm for the guiding and
unwanted higher order modes, respectively. We also assume the single-core fiber with a cladding
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Fig. 5. DMD and effective refractive indices of the guiding modes as a function of w 1 . In this calculation,
w 2 , 1 , 2 , and α are set to be 6 μm, 0.62%, 0.40%, and 2.0, respectively.

Fig. 6. Bending loss of guiding modes (solid lines) and unwanted higher order modes (dashed lines)
for various 1 , 2 , w 2 . The bending radii are 30 and 140 mm for guiding and unwanted higher order
modes, respectively. (a) and (b) Results for core A and B , respectively, without considering the effects
of neighboring cores. On the other hand, (c) and (d) show the results for core A and B , respectively,
including the effects of four neighboring cores.

diameter of 100 μm for both core A and B in this calculation. The solid and dashed lines in Fig. 6
indicate the highest bending losses of the guiding modes and the lowest bending losses of the
unwanted higher order modes, respectively. Fig. 6(a) and (b) show the results for core A (i.e.,
1 = 0.62%, a 1 = 11.9 μm) and core B (i.e., 1 = 0.54%, a 1 = 11.1 μm) for various 2 and w 2 ,
respectively. Here, the effects of neighboring cores are not included. The results show that there are
several combinations of 2 and w 2 to guarantee four-LP mode operation (as depicted in the shaded
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TABLE 1

Dimensions and Characteristics of the Designed Heterogeneous 4-LP-Mode Fibers

Core A

Core B

1

0.62%

0.54%

2

0.40%

0.80%

a1

11.90 μm

11.10 μm

w1

1.20 μm

2.15 μm

w2

5.00 μm

7.00 μm

α

2.0

2.0

ne

1.4506 (LP01 ), 1.4483 (LP11 ),

1.4495 (LP01 ), 1.4471 (LP11 ),

(@1550 nm)

1.4460 (LP21 ), 1.4460 (LP02 )

1.4449 (LP21 ), 1.4448 (LP02 )

A eff

113.4

(@1550 nm)

203.3

Max|DMD|

μm2 (LP

01 ), 152.4
μm2 (LP21 ), 228.5

43 ps/km

μm2 (LP

11 ),
μm2 (LP02 )

113.7 μm2 (LP01 ), 153.5 μm2 (LP11 ),
204.4 μm2 (LP21 ), 230.8 μm2 (LP02 )
67 ps/km

regions in Fig. 6). For example, w 2 of core A should be in the range of 5.6∼ 10.7 μm when 2 is
0.20%, while w 2 is required to be in the range of 3.9∼ 8.0 μm when 2 is set to be 0.40%. However,
it is important to note that the confinement of the light in a core can be enhanced by the trenches of
its neighboring cores [16]. Fig. 6(c) shows the effects of neighboring cores on the bending loss of
the modes in core A . The core A is assumed to be surrounded by four neighboring heterogeneous
cores (i.e., core B having 2 and w 2 of 0.80% and 7 μm, respectively) with a core pitch of 45 μm.
The results show that the loss of the unwanted higher order modes in core A becomes drastically
decreased due to the increased confinement of those modes. Thus, we should decrease w 2 to be
as small as 5.1 and 4.6 μm when 2 values are 0.40% and 0.20%, respectively. In addition, since
it is necessary to design the core to support 4 LP modes regardless of the existence of neighboring
cores, we should set 2 and w 2 to be in the shaded regions overlapped in Fig. 6(a) and (c). Thus,
w 2 should be in the range of 3.8 ∼ 5.1 μm when 2 is 0.40%. We select w 2 of core A to be 5 μm
since a large w 2 is beneficial to suppressing the inter-core XT. In the case of core B , the impact of
the neighboring cores (i.e., core A ) on the bending loss is not as serious as in the case of core A [as
shown in Fig. 6(d)]. This is because the trench of the core A is much shallower than that of core B ,
and, as a result, the presence of core A does not affect the mode confinement in core B significantly.
Fig. 6(d) also shows that, as 2 decreases, w 2 should be increased, which in turn, degrades the
spatial efficiency. Thus, we set 2 and w 2 of core B to be 0.80% and 7 μm, respectively.
Table 1 shows the dimensions of cores A and B capable of supporting 4 LP modes. By using
these dimensions, we numerically estimated various optical characteristics of the fibers fabricated
with these cores. For example, the minimum n e (among 16 combinations of n e between modes)
is estimated to be ∼ 1.1 × 10−3 , which is large enough to suppress the phase matching unless the
fiber is tightly bent. The maximum DMD is estimated to be ∼ 67 ps/km in the entire C+L band. In
addition, A eff of each mode is almost identical regardless of core, as shown in Table 1.

3. Heterogeneous 12-Core 4-LP-Mode Fiber and Its Crosstalk Performance
By using these two core designs capable of supporting four LP modes each, we design the 12-core
4-LP-mode fiber shown in Fig. 7. This MC-FMF can support 72 spatial modes (= 12 cores × 6
mode/core, considering the degeneracy of two LP modes). The neighboring cores are designed
to be different from each other to suppress the inter-core XT, and the core pitch is set to be
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Fig. 7. Cross-section of the proposed 12-core 4-LP-mode fiber.

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of electrical field distribution for LP11 mode showing that it can be decomposed into even and odd LP11 modes. The orientation angle θ11A is defined as the angle between the
dashed line and x-axis.

45 μm. The outer cladding thickness (defined as the distance between center of the cores and
outer surface of the cladding) is set to be 50 μm. This value is large enough to suppress the excess
loss of the outer cores to be lower than 0.001 dB/km when the bending radius and the operating
wavelength are 30 mm and 1625 nm, respectively [16]. Thus, the cladding diameter of the 12-core
fiber is 242 μm. The number of modes per unit area is then calculated to be 1.565 × 10−3 (μm−2 ),
which is 19.2 times larger than that of the conventional SMF.
To evaluate inter-core XT levels for this fiber, we first calculate the coupling coefficients between
LPμ mode in core A and LPν mode in core B , κ(μ)(ν) , which is expressed as [17]

ωε0
κ(μ)(ν) =
(1)
(n 2A − n 2cl )E ∗μA · E νB dxdy
4P μ
where ω is the angular frequency of the light, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, P μ is the optical power
of mode μ, n A is the refractive index of core A , n cl is the refractive index of cladding, E μA and E νB
are the electrical field distributions of LPμ and LPν modes, respectively. It should be noted that the
coupling coefficients relevant to LP11 and LP21 modes are dependent on the azimuthal orientations
of the modes due to the circular asymmetry of their field distributions. These coefficients could be
obtained by using a numerical approach based on the finite element method (FEM), but it involves
a considerable amount of computation. To simplify this calculations, we decompose each electrical
field in core A and B into two orthogonal electrical fields (i.e., even and odd modes), as shown in
Fig. 8. Thus, the electrical field distributions of LPμ mode in core A and LPν mode in core B can be
expressed as E μA = C μA e × E μA e + C μA o × E μA o and E νB = C νB e × E νB e + C νB o × E νB o , respectively.
Here, E μA e and E μA o denote the electrical field distributions of even and odd modes composing LPμ
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Fig. 9. Inter-core XT as a function of the bending radius. The effect of intra-core mode coupling is
included in this analysis.

mode in core A , respectively. We obtain these values by using the FEM. The coefficients C μA e and
C μA o are the weights of even and odd modes, respectively. The definition of the orientation angle
of the mode, θ11A , is also described in Fig. 8. The LP11 mode in core A becomes even when θ11A
is π/2, whereas it becomes odd when θ11A is 0. In a similar manner, θ11B , θ21A , and θ21B can also
be defined. Since the coupling coefficient between two orthogonal modes (e.g., E 11A e and E 11B o ) is
zero, we can rewrite (1) as follows.

ωε0
κ(μ)(ν) =
(n 2A − n 2cl )(C μA e E μA e + C μA o E μA o )∗ · (C νB e E νB e + C νB o E νB o )dxdy
4P μ
= C μA e C νB e κ(μe)(νe) + C μA o C νB o κ(μo)(νo) .

(2)

Here, κ(μe)(νe) and κ(μo)(νo) are the coupling coefficients between even modes and odd modes,
respectively. We find that θμA and θνB are identical with tan−1 (C μA o /C μA e ) and tan−1 (C νB o /C νB e ),
respectively. Thus, we can simply calculate the coupling coefficient for various θμA and θνB by
adjusting C μe , C μo , C νe , and C νo . In our calculation, we assume that θμA and θνB are uniformly
distributed between 0 and 2π to take into account the random variations of the angle along the fiber
and also over time. It is interesting to note that the coupling coefficients between the LP02 mode and
the mode having small A eff such as LP01 or LP11 modes (e.g., κ(01)(02) , κ(02)(01) , κ(11)(02) or κ(02)(11) )
are not negligible. For example, κ(11)(02) is calculated to be − 14.6 dB, but κ(02)(02) and κ(21)(02) are
estimated to be as large as − 13.7 and − 18.5 dB, respectively. Thus, the maximization of n e is
necessary not only for the modes having large A eff (such as LP21 and LP02 ) but also for LP01 and
LP11 modes to suppress the inter-core XT, which justifies the method we used for the design of
two heterogeneous cores. It should also be noted that the effect of fiber bending on the coupling
coefficient between modes in different cores is not significant in MC-FMF, whereas a tight bending
can slightly decrease A eff and change the mode distributions.
Next, we estimate the inter-core XT levels by using the coupled-mode equations [10]. The intercore XT for LPμ mode in core A (or B ) is defined as the ratio of the optical power coupled to the
neighboring cores and the power remained in the core A (or B ) when only LPμ mode was launched
into the core A (or B ). The results are averaged over 100 times while the random phase shift is
repeatedly applied every 0.05 m [10]. The inter-core XT levels between the cores of same type are
calculated to be negligible because of the large pitch between them (i.e., 63.6 μm).
Fig. 9 shows the XT levels at 1625 nm estimated after 1-km long transmission as a function
of the bending radius. The effects of the intra-core mode coupling are included in this estimation.
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The results show that, under a tight bending condition, the XT levels increase dramatically and
exhibit peaks at the bending radius of 50 mm. This is because the effective refractive index of
each mode can be altered by the fiber bending and, as a result, the phase matching between the
modes in different cores is enhanced [10]. The results also show that LP02 and LP21 modes induce
slightly higher inter-core XT than LP01 and LP11 modes when the bending radius is larger than a
few hundred millimeters. However, as the bending radius is reduced, the intra-core mode coupling
is strongly enhanced and the LP modes having large inter-core XT (e.g., LP02 and LP21 ) mix with
other modes during the propagation. As a result, the inter-core XT levels become similar for every
mode. The results also show that the inter-core XT levels of the 1-km-long MC-FMF are suppressed
to be <−55 dB/km as long as the bending radius is larger than 60 mm. Note that this is equivalent
to <−35 dB/100 km since the inter-core XT increases in proportion to the transmission distance
[1]. We believe that this inter-core XT level is sufficiently low enough for the use in the long-reach
transmission system using multi-level modulation format such as quadrature phase-shift keying
(QPSK), 16 quadrature-amplitude-modulation (QAM), or 64-QAM [18].
We estimate the core multiplicity factor (CMF) of the proposed MC-FMF, which is often used to
compare the spatial efficiency of SDM fibers. The CMF of MC-FMF is defined as [19]
 
 
l
π 
A eff-m / D 2
CMF = n
4
m

(3)

where n is the number of cores, l is the number of spatial mode per each core, A eff−m is effective
area of m-th mode, and D is the cladding diameter. Also, the RCMF is defined as a normalized value
with respect to the CMF of the conventional SMF (having effective area of 80 μm2 and cladding
diameter of 125 μm). The CMF and RCMF of our MC-FMF are calculated to be 0.27 and 42.2,
respectively.

4. Conclusion
We have designed a heterogeneous 12-core 4-LP-mode fiber having a cladding diameter of 242
μm. For the design of this fiber, we utilized the TA-GI profile to maximize the difference of the
effective refractive indices between the modes in the neighboring cores and to reduce the DMD of
each core. To minimize the inter-core crosstalk, even in the presence of fiber bending, we designed
the geometric parameters of two different types of cores in a way that the effective refractive indices
of the modes in the neighboring cores are interleaved with equal spacing. Our numerical analyses
show that proposed heterogeneous MC-FMF has the inter-core crosstalk level <−55 dB/km and
DMD of <70 ps/km over the entire C+L band.
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